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Abstract
Rationale and Objectives— Computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) systems fundamentally require
the opinions of expert human observers to establish “truth” for algorithm development, training, and
testing. The integrity of this “truth,” however, must be established before investigators commit to
this “gold standard” as the basis for their research. The purpose of this study was to develop a quality
assurance (QA) model as an integral component of the “truth” collection process concerning the
location and spatial extent of lung nodules observed on computed tomography (CT) scans to be
included in the Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) public database.
Materials and Methods— One hundred CT scans were interpreted by four radiologists through
a two-phase process. For the first of these reads (the “blinded read phase”), radiologists independently
identified and annotated lesions, assigning each to one of three categories: “nodule ≥ 3mm,” “nodule
< 3mm,” or “non-nodule ≥ 3mm.” For the second read (the “unblinded read phase”), the same
radiologists independently evaluated the same CT scans but with all of the annotations from the
previously performed blinded reads presented; each radiologist could add marks, edit or delete their
own marks, change the lesion category of their own marks, or leave their marks unchanged. The
post-unblinded-read set of marks was grouped into discrete nodules and subjected to the QA process,
which consisted of (1) identification of potential errors introduced during the complete image
annotation process (such as two marks on what appears to be a single lesion or an incomplete nodule
contour) and (2) correction of those errors. Seven categories of potential error were defined; any
nodule with a mark that satisfied the criterion for one of these categories was referred to the radiologist
who assigned that mark for either correction or confirmation that the mark was intentional.
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Results— A total of 105 QA issues were identified across 45 (45.0%) of the 100 CT scans.
Radiologist review resulted in modifications to 101 (96.2%) of these potential errors. Twenty-one
lesions erroneously marked as lung nodules after the unblinded reads had this designation removed
through the QA process.
Conclusion— The establishment of “truth” must incorporate a QA process to guarantee the
integrity of the datasets that will provide the basis for the development, training, and testing of CAD
systems.
Keywords
lung nodule; computed tomography (CT); thoracic imaging; database construction; computer-aided
diagnosis (CAD); annnotation; quality assurance (QA)
INTRODUCTION
The Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) was established by the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) through a peer review of applications submitted in response to its Request for
Applications (RFA) in 2000 entitled “Lung Image Database Resource for Imaging Research.”
Through this RFA, the NCI outlined the requirements for a well-characterized repository of
computed tomography (CT) scans to stimulate the development of computer-aided diagnostic
(CAD) methods by the thoracic imaging research community. The intent of this initiative was
to create a consortium of institutions that would develop consensus guidelines for a
standardized database of thoracic CT scans that would serve as a reference standard for CAD
investigators (1). The mission of the LIDC is to develop the database as an “international
research resource for the development, training, and evaluation of CAD methods for lung
cancer detection and diagnosis” (2).
The distinction between the collection of images as a repository of clinical CT scans and the
creation of a reference standard as a robust research resource has guided the efforts of the LIDC
since its inception. The LIDC database has been designed to serve specifically as a reference
standard. Accordingly, the CT scans that comprise the database are accompanied by associated
“truth” information to more completely facilitate lung nodule CAD research (3). The creation
of a reference database carries a burden of accuracy and completeness that demands a complex
process; the multi-institutional nature of the LIDC effort further compounds the complexity of
the task. This same complexity necessitates a systematic review of the collected “truth”
information to identify and correct potential errors.
In the specific context of CAD systems for the CT-based detection of lung nodules,
investigators require the initial establishment of “truth” for algorithm development, training,
and testing and as the “gold standard” against which detection performance will be measured.
This “truth” is generally provided by a panel of experienced thoracic radiologists who render
their opinion regarding the location (and spatial extent, when required) of nodules (and other
lesions) within the CT scans. Some version of a panel approach is considered standard given
the variability that exists among radiologists in the detection of lung nodules (4–7), and some
studies include the output from the CAD system itself into the “truth” assessment (8,9).
A number of studies have investigated various paradigms for the collection of “truth” data
(e.g., single observer, observer panel with forced consensus) (10,11) and the manner in which
incorporation of “truth” data for scoring impacts the performance assessment of CAD methods
(e.g., percent overlap, Euclidean distance of centers) (12). The practical implementation of the
process through which expert observers define “truth,” however, must be given proper
consideration. Moreover, potential inconsistencies in the acquired “truth” data must be
identified and corrected before investigators can rely on this data for performance assessments.
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As part of its data collection for the creation of a public database of annotated CT scans of the
lung, the LIDC created a detailed two-phase image annotation process involving four
radiologists for each scan. Given the complexity of the information that was recorded during
the four separate blinded reading sessions and then presented, re-interpreted, confirmed and
modified, and re-recorded during the four separate unblinded reading sessions, the potential
for inadvertent errors during this “truth” collection process could be substantial. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to develop a quality assurance (QA) model as an integral component
of the “truth” collection process for lung nodules on CT scans and to determine the impact of
the QA process on the collected “truth” data. This study is perhaps the first report of a systematic
process to ensure the integrity, accuracy, and completeness of the “truth” data on which so
much medical imaging research relies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
“Truth” collection process
A two-phase process was established for the asynchronous interpretation of CT scans by a
panel of four radiologists at different institutions as previously reported (13). In summary, the
initial “blinded read phase” requires radiologists using a computer interface to independently
mark lesions they identify in a thoracic CT scan as “nodule ≥ 3mm,” “nodule < 3mm,” or “non-
nodule ≥ 3mm.” Monitors with clinically acceptable specifications are used at each site; each
CT scan is initially presented at a standard brightness/contrast setting without magnification,
but the radiologists are allowed to adjust brightness, contrast, and magnification as appropriate
to enable the most complete interpretation of the scan. During the subsequent “unblinded read
phase,” the blinded read results of all radiologists are revealed to each of the radiologists, who
then independently review their marks along with the anonymous marks of their colleagues; a
radiologist's own marks then could be left unchanged, deleted, switched in terms of lesion
category, or additional marks could be added. This approach was developed to identify, as
completely as possible, all nodules in a scan without requiring forced consensus.
For a lesion considered to be a “nodule ≥ 3mm,” the radiologist outlines the border of the
nodule in all sections in which it appears. For a lesion considered to be a “nodule < 3mm,” the
radiologist indicates an approximate center-of-mass location in three dimensions. For a lesion
considered to be a “non-nodule ≥ 3mm,” the radiologist also indicates an approximate lesion
center-of-mass location in three dimensions. Each radiologist’s marks (spatial locations of each
point in the contours constructed for a “nodule ≥ 3mm” and center-of-mass locations for a
“nodule < 3mm” and for a “non-nodule ≥ 3mm”) along with the designated lesion category for
each lesion were stored in XML files (1) after the blinded read phase for review by the
radiologists during the unblinded read phase and then (2) after the unblinded read phase as the
final set of annotations (Figure 1).
The blinded and unblinded read phases are intended to comprise a single, comprehensive
process. Therefore, only the final set of post-unblinded-read-phase radiologist marks will be
released as part of the LIDC database. Given the complexity of the information that needs to
be recorded during the four separate blinded reading sessions and then presented, re-
interpreted, confirmed and modified, and re-recorded during the four separate unblinded
reading sessions (Figure 2), the potential for inadvertent errors during this “truth” collection
process could be substantial. Considering the importance of the information provided in the
database and the extent to which the scientific community will rely on this information, the
final set of radiologist marks is subjected to a QA process (see Figure 2), as described below.
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The QA process consisted of (1) the review and identification (by a single LIDC investigator)
of potential errors that occurred during the two-phase image annotation process and (2) the
verification/correction of these errors by the individual radiologist whose mark generated the
potential error (14). The first task in the retrospective identification of potential errors was the
grouping of individual marks into marks associated with discrete lesions. All marks placed by
each of the four radiologists as recorded during the unblinded read phase were visually
inspected by a single LIDC investigator. Only the “nodule ≥ 3mm” marks and the “nodule <
3mm” marks were considered, along with any “non-nodule ≥ 3mm” marks that overlapped a
nodule mark. The assignment of marks to specific lesions provided the basis for the
identification of potential errors.
Based on an evaluation of a pilot set of 30 CT scans that were subjected to the two-phase LIDC
image annotation process, seven categories of potential error (the “QA categories”) were
defined:
1. errant marks from any of the three lesion categories on non-pulmonary regions of the
image or stray marks within the lungs that do not appear associated with any physical
structure (Figure 3)
2. marks from multiple categories assigned to the same lesion by the same radiologist
(Figure 4)
3. more than a single “nodule < 3 mm” mark or more than one set of “nodule ≥ 3 mm”
contours assigned to the same lesion by a single radiologist (Figure 5)
4. “nodule ≥ 3 mm” contours for a single lesion that are recorded as more than one lesion
across the sections
5. “nodule ≥ 3 mm” contours for a single lesion that are not contiguous across sections
(e.g., a radiologist contours a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” on sections 21, 22, and 24 but not on
section 23) or, in general, that fail to exhibit three-dimensional contiguity across what
the radiologist interprets as a single, complex lesion
6. lesion marked as “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by 3 radiologists that was not assigned any mark
at all by the fourth radiologist (Figure 6)
7. obvious inconsistency between the physical size of a lesion and the assignment of the
“nodule < 3 mm” or “nodule ≥ 3 mm” categories
Any nodule with a mark or marks that satisfied the criterion for one of these categories was
referred to the specific radiologist who assigned the mark in question. That radiologist either
(1) corrected the mark in a manner that resolved the inconsistency or (2) confirmed that the
mark, despite being flagged as a potential error, was intentional. Since the QA process was not
designed to provide radiologists with a third evaluation of a scan after the blinded and unblinded
read phases, only marks that were identified as belonging to one of the seven QA categories
could be modified by the radiologists during the QA process. Any modifications to the marks
were stored in revised XML files that represent the final reads of that scan.
Patient image data
The QA process was applied to 100 CT scans collected and marked by the LIDC. With
appropriate Institutional Review Board approvals, the scans were culled from the clinical
archives of the five LIDC institutions. The 100 scans each had been acquired from different
patients. Since the scans were collected from five different institutions, a range of scanner
manufacturers and models was represented (GE Medical Systems (n=46), Siemens (n=31),
Toshiba (n=17), and Philips (n=6)). The tube peak potential energies used for scan acquisition
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were as follows: 120 kV (n=55), 130 kV (n=3), 135 kV (n=17), and 140 kV (n=25). Tube
current ranged from 40–499 mA (mean: 138 mA). Slice thicknesses were 1.25 mm (n=20), 2.0
mm (n=33), 2.5 mm (n=26), and 3 mm (n=21). Reconstruction interval ranged from 0.625–3.0
mm (mean: 2.0 mm). The in-plane resolution of the 512x512-pixel sections ranged from 0.488–
0.946 mm (mean: 0.656 mm).
RESULTS
A total of 829 lesions were identified as lung nodules (either as “nodule ≥ 3 mm” or as “nodule
< 3 mm”) by at least one radiologist at the completion of the unblinded read phase (i.e., the
“truth” collection process). After review of over 2400 marks that the radiologists assigned to
these nodules, the QA process yielded potential errors in 89 nodules (10.7% of the total 829
nodules) across 44 scans (44.0% of the total 100 scans) with potential errors; an additional scan
was identified in which two separate errant “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm” marks appeared. Altogether,
the QA process yielded a total of 91 lesions across 45 CT scans that required further evaluation.
Twelve of these lesions required review by more than one of the four radiologists (10 required
review by two radiologists and two required review by three radiologists), so that a total of 105
individual QA issues were identified and referred back to the radiologist who assigned each
of the marks in question. Table 2 presents the number of lesions with QA errors and the number
of individual QA errors (i.e., individual marks that were flagged) in each of the seven QA
categories. More issues were identified for QA category 3 (defined as more than a single
“nodule < 3 mm” mark or more than one set of “nodule ≥ 3 mm” contours assigned to the same
lesion by a single radiologist) than for any other category.
Of the 105 potential errors identified by the QA process, 101 (96.2%) were corrected by the
radiologists. The four potential errors that were not modified involved lesions to which three
radiologists assigned “nodule ≥ 3 mm” marks and the fourth radiologist assigned no mark at
all (category 6); on further review during the QA process, the sole radiologist who did not mark
the lesions verified that the decision to assign no mark was intentional (see Figure 7). In the
course of correcting errors identified by the QA process, 21 lesions that had been categorized
as a nodule (either a “nodule < 3 mm” or a “nodule ≥ 3 mm”) by at least one radiologist after
the unblinded read phase were no longer considered to be nodules by any radiologist (see Figure
8): 12 of the 16 errant-mark errors (category 1) involved “nodule < 3 mm” marks that were
removed by the radiologist; five of the 14 multiple-lesion-category errors (category 2) across
four lesions involved both a “nodule < 3 mm” mark and a “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm” mark such
that when the “nodule < 3 mm” marks were removed, no other nodule marks remained for
those lesions; four of the 14 “nodule < 3 mm” marks with size inconsistencies (category 7)
were removed or changed to “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm” marks so that no other nodule marks
remained for those lesions; and one “nodule < 3 mm” mark was removed from a lesion (with
no other marks) when the radiologist who placed that mark re-outlined a spatially proximate
“nodule < 3 mm” with non-contiguous contours (category 5). The final set of XML files, after
all QA modifications were completed, included a total of 808 nodules as identified by at least
one radiologist.
DISCUSSION
The LIDC data collection process intentionally did not involve the use of a consensus panel
and was performed asynchronously across four institutions. This process was developed as a
more thorough, robust approach to “truth” collection that captures more of the variability that
exists between radiologists. The result, however, is a more complex, more technically
challenging paradigm that requires a complementary QA process to ensure the integrity of the
acquired “truth” data. Many of the QA issues presented in this study will not exist when “truth”
is established during the single review of a convened truth panel. Rather, these issues are a
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consequence of the independent, asynchronous, and geographically distributed two-phase
process that uses electronic review tools and XML file formats to capture the required specific
details of lung nodule location and extent. We expect that this data collection paradigm might
become a more standard approach as CAD research matures toward eventual FDA approval
and as multicenter trials become more sophisticated.
The rationale for each QA category may be appreciated by considering the potential source of
each error. Category 1 errors (errant marks) likely arise from inadvertent clicks of the mouse
with the cursor in the interactive display window of the interface, either while the radiologist
is manipulating display features (e.g., window/level or zoom) or while the radiologist is passing
the cursor over the display window to access control panel functions. Category 2 errors (marks
from multiple categories by the same radiologist) and category 3 errors (duplicate “nodule ≥
3 mm” or “nodule < 3 mm” marks) likely result either from inadvertent double clicks or due
to the electronic worklist presented to the radiologists during the unblinded reading sessions.
The worklist presents all blinded-read marks from all radiologists, and during the unblinded
reading session, each radiologist reviews the marks through the worklist to decide how to
modify their own marks. Depending on the order of the marks in the worklist, a radiologist
could, for example, observe a “nodule < 3 mm” mark on a lesion in one section and decide to
accept that mark; then, after reviewing other marks, the radiologist might observe a “nodule <
3 mm” mark that had been placed on that same lesion but on the adjacent section and, failing
to review the previous section to mentally associate the two marks, decide to accept that mark
as well. Category 4 errors (separate lesions recorded for “nodule ≥ 3 mm” contours in each
section of a single lesion) appear to have been a software error during the first 30 scans, since
no such error was observed in the present study. Category 5 errors (non-contiguous contours
for a single nodule ≥ 3 mm) typically result when a radiologist inadvertently skips a section
while outlining a nodule ≥ 3 mm.
While category 6 errors (three radiologists assigned “nodule ≥ 3 mm” marks and the fourth
radiologist assigned no mark at all) and category 7 errors (inconsistency between the physical
size of a lesion and the assignment of the “nodule < 3 mm” or “nodule ≥ 3 mm” categories)
could be considered second-guessing a radiologist’s interpretation rather than identifying an
error, such a situation would be sufficiently unusual to cause suspicion that an error indeed had
occurred (for example, the radiologist neglected to save the contours after outlining the lesion).
Since the end result of the LIDC database is to provide as complete an inventory as possible
of pulmonary lesions, and since the primary pulmonary lesions of interest in this database are
nodules ≥ 3 mm, extra attention to the consistency of these marks is warranted. In fact, of the
35 identified category 6 or category 7 errors, only four were intentional.
Since we only reviewed the final unblinded read phase marks, we did not investigate whether
the potential errors tended to come from the blinded or unblinded read phase. Inconsistencies
introduced by a radiologist during the blinded reading session may be propagated through the
unblinded reading sessions, or they may be self-corrected during the unblinded reading session.
While each QA category was defined to capture an error that could be introduced into the data
given the manner in which the two-phase image annotation process is implemented by human
manipulation of software tools and computer interfaces, some identified errors could reflect
the actual intent of the radiologist. Therefore, all identified “errors” were considered potential
errors until reviewed by the respective radiologist, who was given the opportunity to confirm
intent.
The identification of potential errors fundamentally depends on the groupings of marks, since
different groupings of marks could alter the identified QA issues. During the retrospective
grouping process, we deferred to the implied judgment of the radiologists as reflected in the
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marks they assigned, since different radiologists legitimately may disagree on lesion contiguity.
In some instances, the marks assigned by the radiologists to an abnormal region could
reasonably be considered during the grouping process to capture one complex lesion or two
separate lesions in close spatial proximity (Figure 9). If a radiologist placed a “nodule ≥ 3 mm”
mark and a “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm” (as shown in the example of Figure 9) in a region occupied
by such an abnormality while another radiologist marked the entire abnormality as a single
“nodule ≥ 3 mm,” the region was considered (during the grouping of marks) to contain two
lesions rather than flagging a multiple-category QA error (category 2) for the first radiologist;
the fact that the second radiologist considered both lesions to be a single lesion was noted also.
In this manner, the implied judgment of both radiologists was captured. This situation occurred
four times in the 100 scans for what was recorded as eight nodules (four pairs) even though all
radiologists did not appear to agree that the two lesions in each pair were distinct.
The process of grouping marks and identifying potential errors as reported in this study was
performed manually. To make this process more efficient, we are developing a computerized
method that will automatically group the marks from various radiologists into distinct nodules
and then flag marks that satisfy any of the QA categories. The manual approach was performed
on all marks retrospectively after all data from the unblinded reading session of each radiologist
was collected and collated; when a potential error was identified, the radiologist who placed
the mark in question was contacted to resolve the issue, which usually involved arranging for
the radiologist to review the lesion through the computer interface. The automated method will
permit the identification of most QA issues in real time during the blinded and unblinded
reading session of each radiologist, thus allowing the radiologist to correct errors before the
conclusion of the reading session.
The method (and the implementation of that method) through which expert observers define
“truth” can have a substantial impact on CAD studies, both on system development and on the
eventual assessment of system performance. Indeed, some aspect of system performance is
typically incorporated into system development through an iterative process. Potential
inconsistencies in the acquired “truth” data must be identified and corrected before
investigators can rely on this data. The QA process developed by the LIDC identified errors
in the “truth” marks from 45 of 100 CT scans; if left uncorrected, these errors could have
adversely affected the development and performance assessment of CAD methods that used
these scans. A detailed, and presumably more robust and realistic, process of establishing
“truth” for lung nodule detection studies, such as developed by the LIDC, must incorporate a
QA model to guarantee the integrity of the “truth” that will provide the basis for training,
testing, and validating CAD systems.
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Annotations placed within the CT images during the “truth” process: (a) “nodule ≥ 3mm,”
represented by the contour constructed by the radiologist, (b) “nodule < 3mm,” represented by
the hexagon positioned at the center-of-mass location indicated by the radiologist, and (c) “non-
nodule ≥ 3mm,” represented by the “x” positioned at the center-of-mass location indicated by
the radiologist.
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A schematic representation of the two-phase image annotation process for the asynchronous
interpretation of thoracic CT scans by four radiologists at different institutions. A CT scan is
distributed to the four sites, and an experienced thoracic radiologist at each site identifies
appropriate lesions through the blinded read phase, the annotations of which are recorded in
XML files. A single XML file that merges the four sets of annotations from the blinded read
phase is distributed to the same four radiologists to initiate the unblinded read phase, which
involves a second review of the scan along with the blinded read phase results of all radiologists.
The single XML file that then merges the four sets of annotations from the unblinded read
phase provides the basis for the quality assurance process. (Reprinted with permission from
reference (14).)
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An errant “nodule < 3 mm” mark (represented by a 3-mm-diameter hexagon positioned at the
center-of-mass location indicated by the radiologist) within the lung field (category 1 error).
This mark was removed by the radiologist during the QA process.
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A lesion that was marked as both a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” and a “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm” by the same
radiologist (category 2 error). The radiologist removed the “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm” mark during
the QA process.
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A lesion that received a “nodule < 3 mm” mark from the same radiologist in each of these two
adjacent sections (category 3 error). The radiologist removed the second mark during the QA
process.
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A lesion marked as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by three radiologists with no mark at all assigned by
the fourth radiologist (category 6 error). As a result of the QA process, the fourth radiologist
indicated that an error had been made and also marked this lesion as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm.”
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A lesion marked as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by three radiologists with no mark at all assigned by
the fourth radiologist. The QA process confirmed that the “no mark” of the fourth radiologist
was intentional.
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(a) A lesion that received a “nodule < 3 mm” mark by only one radiologist (the only nodule
mark of any kind) and, in another section, (b) a “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm” mark from the same
radiologist (category 2 error). This lesion also received “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm” marks from other
radiologists. During the QA process the “nodule < 3 mm” mark was removed by the radiologist,
thus eliminating “nodule” status for this lesion in the final assessment of “truth.”
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Radiologist marks in a CT scan that demonstrate the intent of one radiologist to capture one
large lesion (white contours) and the intent of another radiologist to capture two distinct lesions
(black contours and black “x”). In (a), both radiologists provide fairly similar “nodule ≥ 3 mm”
contours. Two sections inferior (b), the first radiologist includes within the nodule boundary
a side lobe of pixels that the second radiologist does not include. An additional two sections
inferior (c), the second radiologist constructs a smaller contour to indicate the inferior aspect
of the nodule, which the first radiologist clearly regards as part of a larger, more complex
“nodule ≥ 3 mm.” In the adjacent section (d), the first radiologist continues to outline the
extension of the same nodule, which the second radiologist considers to be a separate “non-
nodule ≥ 3 mm.”
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Table 1
Distribution of CT scanner manufacturer and model associated with the 100 scans.
Manufacturer Model Number of scans
GE Medical Systems LightSpeed QX/i 26
GE Medical Systems LightSpeed 16 4
GE Medical Systems LightSpeed Pro 16 13
GE Medical Systems LightSpeed Ultra 2
GE Medical Systems LightSpeed Power 1
Philips Brilliance 16 1
Philips Brilliance 16P 4
Philips Brilliance 40 1
Siemens Emotion 6 3
Siemens Sensation 16 22
Siemens Sensation 64 6
Toshiba Aquilion 17
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Table 2
The number of lesions with QA errors and the number of individual QA errors (i.e., individual marks that were
flagged) in each of the seven QA categories.






1 errant marks on non-pulmonary regions of the image or stray marks within
the lungs
14 16
2 marks from multiple categories assigned to the same lesion by the same
radiologist
13 14
3 more than a single nodule mark assigned to the same lesion by a single
radiologist
20 28
4 “nodule ≥ 3 mm” contours for a single lesion that are recorded as more than
one lesion
0 0
5 “nodule ≥ 3 mm” contours that are not contiguous across sections 11 12
6 lesion marked as “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by 3 radiologists with no mark at all by
the 4th
21 21
7 inconsistency between lesion size and the assigned nodule category 14 14
Total 93* 105
*
QA issues were identified for 91 lesions; however, two lesions demonstrated issues from two different QA categories
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